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This year has been
no picnic - so lets
have one!

◼ By Maureen Wade
(Chair, Birmingham Retired
Members Section)

FOR once in the past 18 months there
does seem at last to be light at the end
of the tunnel. So to celebrate our first
‘human contact’, we’ve arranged a
picnic in the park at the Martineau
Gardens in Priory Road, Edgbaston, B5
7UG on 18 August from 1.30 - 3.30pm.
At last it will be a chance to meet up
and catch up, and please feel free to
bring partners and friends.
We have the use of the Gardens’
Pavilion, so we can provide teas and
coffees, although please bring your
own packed lunch.
The Gardens will also
provide a
Gazebo for us, and this and the Pavilion
will provide cover if it rains, but let’s
hope for glorious
sunshine - we
deserve it.

We have done well to achieve what
we have over the lockdown period,
from the Zoom coffee mornings to the
brochure, from the health survey to the
website. Above all, the most important
thing was for us all to have kept in
touch.
We’re still looking at what venues we
will need to begin face to face Committee meetings and Coffee mornings,
and other regular visits and rambles.
But Martineau Gardens is the first step.
There’s been good reasons why we
have kept up our trade union membership: overleaf you will read about the
avalanche of cuts and attacks our age
group is going to face - as if Covid
wasn’t enough!
So stay safe, and see you on
18 August.
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Getting to Martineau
Gardens by Bus
You can get the 61 or 63 bus
from Birmingham city centre
at the following bus stops:
• The Old Square - bus stop BS8
• The Bus Mall (by Moor Street
station ) - bus stop MS16
• New Street Station - bus stop HF1

The stop you want is in Bristol
Road, after Priory Road.
Susan McNeill says she is
happy to meet anyone in the city
centre to join them for the
journey - tel: 0121 554 5167

◼ We’ve been here before! Having fun at Martineau Gardens at the Friendship Festival
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Under attack on all fronts
Health and
Care Bill
threat grows
THE government’s Health and Care Bill
has now had its Second Reading in
Parliament, and is progressing through
the Committee stage, despite protests
that it will add to the creeping privatisation and down-skilling of the NHS.
The Bill would lead to:
• An increase in the rationing of
healthcare –Integrated Care Systems
(ICS) have already been developed in
14 areas of England and new ICSs will
replace the remaining 28 areas, with
the apparent aim of delivering the
‘triple integration’ of primary and
specialist care, physical and mental
health services, and health with social care. However, there will be a
specific limit on the amount of money given to each ICS. Once that runs
out, there are worries that people
will be forced to go without the treatment they need - or they will end up
having to pay for healthcare.
• A postcode lottery – ICSs in England
will each have to develop a plan for
the health needs in their area. There
will be different plans for different
areas, so the services will vary
depending on where you live.
• Big business at the heart of NHS
decision-making and the delivery of
services – this will put taxpayers’
money in the pockets of shareholders,

◼

and it will mean private companies
may well have a say in how public
money is spent.
• NHS bodies simply being allowed to
award contracts for clinical care to
private healthcare providers, without considering other bids.
• Vulnerable patients being put at risk
– the Bill removes the requirement
for social care needs assessments to
be carried out by the relevant local
authority before a patient is discharged from hospital.
• The deregulation of NHS professions
– this would have serious implications for the quality of care, as well as
the employment status, pay and
terms and conditions of a range of
NHS workers.
As the British Medical Association
have said: ‘The core thrust of the new
reforms is to de-professionalise and
down skill the practice of medicine in
this country, so as to make staff more
interchangeable, easier to fire, and
services more biddable, and, above all,
cheaper.’
Many believe the government’s plans
would clearly undermine the principles
of the NHS on which we have all relied
since 1948.
Jan Shortt, General Secretary of the
National Pensioners Convention, said:
“There is also the question of social
care reform that remains in the background. The two issues are inextricably
linked and we believe you cannot, and
should not, seek to reform one and not
the other.”

The Bill could put big business at the heart of NHS decision making

NHS ‘data grab’
- battle not
yet over
THE National Pensioners’ Convention
has warned the battle over NHS
Digital’s controversial GP ‘data grab’ is
not over, despite it being postponed.
The government has introduced
‘three new tests’ to ensure the secure
collection of 55 million patient files
from GPs in England. These cover:
• the ability for patients to opt-out of
the data collection
• assurances met on ‘approved researchers’ whom the files could be
shared with
• Crucially, a ‘campaign of engagement and communication’
to
increase public awareness and their
choices.
But there are concerns by the NPC
that the government is already backtracking – only a day after the government’s latest announcement, Innovation Minister Lord
Bethel
told
Parliament’s Health Select Committee
he won’t commit to writing to every
NHS patient to inform them about the
changes to GP data.
The NPC and its coalition partners
pressured NHS Digital into postponing
the controversial move twice – on 1
July and then 1 September. But they
warn they will continue to closely
monitor the consultation process.
NPC General Secretary Jan Shortt
said: “Millions of patients are still in
the dark about this mass collection of
their most sensitive medical files.
“Through pressure from our coalition
campaigners
to stop the GP data
being taken and used without the consent of individual patients, NHS Digital
and the government have taken a step
back.
“While this is good news, we will be
keeping a strict eye on what is done
and said in the coming months, particularly on how they communicate with
every household in England about
their plans. Because so far, they have
done virtually nothing to publicise
them - not to mention that they have
so far excluded huge numbers of people who cannot go on online either to
find out about the collection, or to opt
out from it.”
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Defend the Triple Lock
THE 'triple lock' state pension guarantee
is under threat as the Government looks
at ways to pay for the huge Coronavirus
bill.
The triple lock, one of Boris Johnson's
manifesto pledges, means rises in state
pension payouts are decided by whatever is the highest: price inflation, average
earnings growth, or 2.5 per cent.
But with decreasing inflation and
depressed wages, and the working
population among the worst affected by
the crisis, the Government may find it
easier to ignore this safeguard for state
pensioners' income.
With millions returning to work, earnings are set to be artificially boosted.
This could lead to the cost of the state
pension increasing in the coming
months.
Forecasts indicate under the triple lock
pledge, pensions could be set for a rise
of up to 8 per cent by next April.

The Government has denied the triple
lock will be scrapped, but have hinted ‘a

change’ to the pensions formula is on
the way. Watch this space carefully.

Prescription charges to return for over 60s?
PEOPLE over the age of 60 could be
hit by the return of prescription
charges under plans from the Government to claw back cash.
Over-60s are currently able to avoid
prescription charges in England, with
exemptions also applying to anyone
under 16 or teenagers in higher
education.
The Government has launched a
‘consultation’ on whether to raise the
cut-off point to 66, in line with the
state pension age.
The Royal Pharmaceutical Society
has said it is "deeply concerned" by
the plan, warning it could leave people without the medication they need.

RPS chair in England, Thorrun Govind,
said: "The proposal to raise the age at
which people can access free prescriptions from 60 to 66 means that
many more people will be affected by
this tax on the sick at exactly the time
at which they may be needing more
medicines.
"It is unacceptable to raise the cost
of prescriptions in the current economic situation when many have
been disadvantaged by the pandemic.
"Every day pharmacists are asked by
patients who are unable to afford all
the items on their prescription which
ones they could 'do without'.”

Going soon - the telephone landline

IN the UK, all telephone landlines could
be turned off by as early as 2025.
British Telecomm has always said the
switch from traditional landlines to
‘VoIP’ (Voice over Internet Protocol)
services would happen, but the pandemic appears to have speeded up the
process.
A survey by the price comparison website, Uswitch, interestingly found that
despite everyone being locked in their
homes for the best part of 18 months,
landline usage actually fell, as even the
elderly section of the population moved
over to video calls, in particular Zoom,
Face Time and Whatsapp.
Uswitch told the BBC (22 April) their
survey also found that:
• 40 per cent of the population have
stopped using landlines altogether.

• Half of under 25 year olds do not have
a landline installed.
• Home landline ownership has fallen
by 15 per cent since 2000.
• Disturbingly, a quarter of respondents
said they did not even answer their
land line phone when it rang, because
of the high chance of it being a
nuisance or scam call.
The attraction of the landline in the
past was of course that it was cheaper.
But the cost of mobile phone usage has
fallen dramatically over recent years.
Indeed, a quarter of people surveyed
said that although they had a landline
as part of a broadband package, they
did not bother to install a handset.
BT announced earlier this year that it’s
going ahead with plans that would see
its existing land line ‘public switched
telephone network’ (PSTN) shut down
in favour of having all phone calls made
over broadband using VoIP systems.
Given falling landline usage, BT say the
switch to VoIP makes economic sense.
BT say they will be left with one less
network to maintain, allowing it to concentrate its spending on improving
broadband rather than a ‘legacy technology’ that’s being used by less and

less people.
But going ‘VoIP-only’ means ensuring
that every home in the country has internet fast enough to transmit voice. If
that is not done, there will be holes in
nationwide coverage which may discriminate against rural areas and of
course, the elderly, as 95 per cent of
over-65 year olds still retain a landline.
In addition, even if a nationwide coverage can be guaranteed, there are still
concerns for the emergency services.
VoIP services are very vulnerable to
severe weather – whether mobile
phones masts being brought down by
storms or satellites being affected by
solar flares – and of course are much
more susceptible to cyber attacks. Landlines are more robust, and have even
been known to continue working in
flooded properties, for example. How
will the emergency services be able to
communicate with themselves and the
public if all internet services are taken
out?
The fear is, as usual, that the Government will blunder along into this ‘cost
saving’ measure, without thinking
through the consequences.
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◼

The Zoon July coffee morning, held with Richard Burden

Healthwatch uses our survey in
campaign for better GP access
AS a follow up to our health survey, the
July virtual coffee morning was addressed by Richard Burden, the chair of
Birmingham and Solihull Healthwatch.
Richard said Healthwatch has been
studying ‘Access to health care services

during the Covid-19 pandemic and beyond’. They based their findings on four
reports, including our Birmingham
UNISON Retired Members Section
health survey, 2020. The other reports
they used were:

National Windrush Day
JUNE 22 marked the celebration of the
‘Windrush Generation’, as it was on
that day in 1948 that the SS Empire
Windrush docked in Tilbury, bringing
the first group of people from the
Caribbean who responded to a call from
the UK to help rebuild the country after
the devastation of World War II.
The UK, although recovering from six
years of war, had full employment and
new workers were needed, particularly
for the newly created National Health
Service, as well as transport. Calls went
out from the British government to the
West Indies, appealing for people to
come and live and work in Britain.
There was a willing response. Over
10,000 West Indians had volunteered to
serve with the British armed forces
during World War II, and were now
demobbed and looking for work. In
addition, Jamaica in particular was still
recovering from the destruction
wreaked by a hurricane in 1944, which
had destroyed 90 per cent of banana
trees and 40 per cent of cocoanut trees,
both of which had been a mainstay of
the Jamaican economy.

The Empire Windrush was soon followed by several other ships – the SS
Auriga, the SS Orbita, the SS Reina del
Pacifico, the SS Castle Verde and the SS
Georgic.
In 2018 – the 70th anniversary of the
arrival of the Windrush – it was agreed
to make 22 June National Windrush
Day, and the government backed the
scheme with the Windrush Day Grant
Scheme. This gives grants for projects

•Healthwatch Birmingham and Solihull
– what we heard in lockdown, 2020 &
2021
•Healthwatch Solihull – GP Access
Report, 2021
•Healthwatch England Reports – Digital
access
These are now being presented to the
relevant health bodies. Healthwatch
Birmingham and Solihull is now dedicated to three areas of work this year:
- Restoration and Recovery – ensuring
patients are supported, communicated
with and prioritised fairly.
- Tackling Inequality – ensuring that
those who are most likely to experience
inequality are at the heart of decisions
and have their voice heard.
Championing
Patients in the
development of
the Birmingham
and Solihull
Integrated Care
System.
◼ Richard Burden

commemorating the day, and many
community groups have taken this up
for their commemorations and
celebrations.
As the Phoenix Newspaper commented in its July 2021 edition: “The events
and activities have been largely funded
by the government’s Windrush Grant
scheme to get wider recognition and
understanding not just from the Caribbean community but all communities in
the UK about the Windrush Generation
and their contribution to our country.”
Contributions by Eleanor Dixon
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Birmingham Retired Members Section

COMMITTEE CONTACTS
CHAIR

Maureen Wade - 0121 354 8223

MEMBERSHIP SEC.

Yvonne Hadley - 07854 155901

TREASURER

Susan McNeill - 0121 554 5167

Birmingham Unison Branch
Committee Liaison

Nick Hulley - 0121 682 1711

Vice Chair & Welfare Officer

Eleanor Dixon - 0121 356 5676

West Midlands Region Unison

Maureen Wade - 0121 354 8223
Brian Allbutt - 0758 687 2063

West Midlands Pensioners
Convention

Dorothy Lamb - 0121 378 5751
Maureen Wade - 0121 354 8223

Technology

Steve Garnowski - 07774 196278

Out and About

Susan Mouneimne - 0121 444 5560

Rambles

Michael Murray - 01922 632 162

Speakers Programme

Jenny Smith - 0121 354 6680

Committee Members without
portfolio

Loretta Parris - 0121 333 4372
Joan Richards

National Conference 12 -13 Oct
THE national UNISON Retired Members conference will be held virtually on 12 13 October. Our delegates are Maureen Wade, Eleanor Dixon and Nick Hulley.
We submitted two motions, one on access to GP services based on our survey,
and the other on Public Toilets.
However, the latter has been ruled out of order. The Standing Orders Committee said it was “…not one that only, or predominantly, affected retired members but was in fact a wider citizenship issue”, and add that “…the correct place
to raise this issue would be at National Delegate Conference”.
Catch 22! The only way the Retired Members Sections can get a motion on the
agenda of the National UNISON Delegate conference is if it is passed by the
Retired Members national conference.
Also, we would argue it is an issue that ‘predominantly’ affects retired
members. As you get older, you get weaker bladders.
We will discuss on whether to challenge this decision.

Have you got an
email address?
ALTHOUGH the UNISON office is
closed for meetings, there is an
occasional skeleton staff, and many
thanks to them for getting this printed
version to you.
However, we have been circulating a
PDF copy via email, and our aim is to
get as many members’ email
addresses as possible, for times like
these.
If you have email, can you send your
email address to Maureen Wade at:

wade5ss@btinternet.com
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Our city

Birmingham open
for business
◼

W

hen Brexit was confirmed it was
said that many financial service
jobs would move to European hubs
such as Dublin, Frankfurt and Paris.
However, last April Goldman Sachs
(financial services) announced a new
office in Birmingham. Previously, HSBC
(a bank), PwC (accountants) and
Deutche Bank (guess!) have all set up
bases in the West Midlands.
It is not only the actual jobs and business-rate-paying premises that benefits
the region but also the spending power
of the employees, who are traditionally
well paid.
Birmingham is
the second-largest
urban area in the country, after London,
and the number of financial and professional services firms setting up in the
Midlands has outstripped other big
cities over recent years.
Andy Street, the Metro Mayor of the
West Midlands, has stated that the
building up of this sector is part of the
plan for economic development.
It is cheaper to live in Birmingham
than many other cities, especially compared to London. The arrival of HS2
(London in 42 minutes) and other improvements to the City Centre such as
the Library of Birmingham, the Bullring
Centre and the growing Metro have
been a magnet for businesses. Birmingham also boasts several highly rated
Universities
supplying
quality
candidates for jobs.

By Steve Garnowski

A positive article on
how Birmingham is
becoming the place
to live and for
businesses to thrive
A great place to live

M

oseley in south-east Birmingham
has been named the best place
in the UK for city living by the Sunday
Times, beating London’s Mayfair and
Muswell Hill to the top spot.
Judges commended its “village community” – and if pubs and parks are
high on your list of desirables, Moseley
certainly delivers. Cannon Hill is the
city’s flagship park, spreading into
Edgbaston with its sprawling Victorian
landscaping, Grade II-listed bandstand,
series of lakes and ponds and the
Midlands Art Centre (MAC).
Among Birmingham’s emerging areas,
Stirchley is growing in popularity, as
buyers find themselves priced out of
Moseley and Harborne.
Some exciting, independent businesses have emerged as a result. A local
man, Brian Withey, has converted a
derelict supermarket into four business
units, one of which is his own business,

Printigo, supplying workwear, embroidery, printing posters, banners and
business cards, and supplies for events
including stag, hen and holiday parties.
He says: “Stirchley is a thriving, developing area of Birmingham and I am
proud to run my business along with
many great independents”.
Specialist off-licence Stirchley Wines
meanwhile has become a destination
for craft beer fans, while foodies are
attracted to the cookery school at Loaf
Community Bakery.
To conclude, Birmingham is on the up!

◼ TOP: The new offices for Goldman
Sachs in the city centre
LEFT: Printigo and its staff - Brian Withey is
third from the left

travels

‘I’ll take the High Road…’
A

s members of the National Trust, we were able to book
visits to several places whilst away in Scotland.
We were staying at a hotel in Port Douglas in the
Dumphries area. Whilst there, three miles from our hotel,
we visited Threave Botanical Gardens. The gardens have
many species of Scottish flowers, shrubs, trees, Himalaya
Blue Poppies. The garden areas intermingle with woodland,
plus a small ‘garden of Contemplation’. Within, there is a
circle with a sculpture of a Celtic Knot, surrounded by
flowers of the seasons. It is a very peaceful area, including a
small summer house and a natural stone wall. The
Threave grand house itself was closed to the public - I am
not sure when it will re-open.
We visited Culzean Castle near Ayr. The view from the top
overlooks the Irish sea and we could see other Isles clearly in
the distance. The original owner of castle left all the artefacts etc to the National Trust. In the entrance hall there are
two displays of pistols. The grounds have lawns, borders etc,
willow displays of Dolphins and Crabs. There is a café with a
lovely view of the sea (and all Covid measures in place for
safety). On the day we went it was 23 degrees - the Irish Sea
was the colour of the Mediterranean.
After three nights in Scotland, we then spent two nights in
Durham. We visited Durham Cathedral which has beautiful
stained glass windows. Unfortunately though, many artifacts
were not on display due to Covid.
The town itself was a bit hilly with cobbled streets, but very
quaint with lots of cafes - plus students mostly not wearing
masks! There is a river, but with time limited we only saw it
briefly.
Next day we visited Hadrian’s Wall, but again too hilly for
me, so we were allowed to drive our car up a narrow road
full of sheep to the small kiosk for the National Trust, got our
folding chairs out and sat in between sheep dropping for our
‘picnic with a view’. Said then had a walk around the ruins of
an old Roman fort. Afterwards, we drove to Newcastle to
see the Gateshead Millennium Bridge, a tilting walkway
along the river. There are several other bridges, some rail,
and an old mill which is now an art centre - nice to see the
modern and the old intermingled along the riverside.
The last leg of our break was to Huby in Yorkshire. We
visited York Birds of Prey with its lovely collection of owls,
kestrels, falcons, and even some Kookaburras. There was a
well-informed talk about the birds. They are housed in a
new area, and they do fly freely at times to neighbouring
fields. I held a small baby owl, and Said a falcon.
After our break, we visited Charlecote Park, another
National Trust site in Warwickshire. It has fallow deer and
their fawns, Jacob sheep and their lambs, which roam freely
over footpaths, so nice to see them close up. Charlecote
House is now open, as is the café which has pasties, scones,
tea and coffee etc, but no hot food when we visited. We are
now back to visiting our local park, where the garden beds
are planted with Begonias and Geraniums. Our other park
nearby is Highbury Park, which has is now open with footpaths leading to Highbury Hall.
Keep safe all
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contemplation’
at Threave

tetraphobia
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Your number’s
up!
◼ By Bob Wade

T

Spain

Its not ‘Friday the 13th’ in Spain, but Tuesday
the 13th. In fact, every Tuesday is viewed with
◼ Before Covid,
suspicion.
this was Bob and
Their word for Tuesday, Martes, comes from
Maureen’s flight
Mars, the Roman God of War. So, for many
number on a trip to
Spaniards, Tuesday is associated with death
Dublin. Gulp.
and destruction. As the Spaniards say “En
Martes, ni te cases, ni embarques, ni de tu casa te apartes”,
meaning “don’t get married, get on a boat, or leave your
house on a Tuesday”!

here’s a term for the
fear of certain
numbers – its called
‘tetraphobia’.
In the UK of course we
worry about the number
‘13’. The common belief is
that this is because of Judas
being the ‘13th Disciple’, but
this doesn’t stand up as no where
in the Bible are the Disciples listed
in numerical order.
It’s more likely to come from the
Vikings – in Norse mythology, their
12 gods were having a dinner party in
Valhalla, when the Norse ‘trickster’ god, Loki,
who had not been invited, arrived as the
unwanted 13th guest, and ended up killing one of them.
So, thanks to the Vikings, this causes enormous problems for
airline companies in this globalised world. In the West, many
airlines will not schedule flights with the number 13, sometimes even banning the number from rows of seats. Equally,
it is also rare to see the flight numbers 666 (the ‘Mark of the
Beast’) or, since 2001, 911.
Lets have a quick look at tetraphobia in other parts of the
world:

Ireland
Vehicle registration plates in Ireland are such that the first
two digits represent the year of registration of the vehicle
(i.e., 11 is for 2011, 12 is 2012, etc). In 2012, the Society of
the Irish Motor Industry was worried that the prospect of
having ‘13’ registered vehicles might discourage motorists
from buying new cars. The government, in consultation with
SIMI, introduced a system whereby 2013 registered vehicles
would have their registration plates' age identifier modified
to read ‘131’ for vehicles registered in the first six months of
2013 and ‘132’ for those registered in the latter six months of
the year.

Italy
In parts of Italy they do not fear ‘Friday the 13th’, but ‘Friday
the 17th’: the Roman numerals XVII can be re-arranged to say
VIXI, the Latin for approaching death. In Italy, 13 is actually
seen as a lucky number, because it’s strongly associated with
the ‘13th Saint’, St Anthony of Padua, the saint of finding lost
people and things.

Greece
are

Here too it is Tuesday the 13th’ which people
are afraid of. It is a mix of having the influence
of the ancient Greek god Ares (like Mars, the
god of war), and the fall of
Constantino (Tuesday 13th April, 1204),
when the Greek Byzantine city was
sacked and looted by their so-called
‘fellow-Christians’, the Crusaders, ending
Greek rule of Byzantium.

Afghanistan
Here, ‘39’ gets a bad press, sounding like the street slang
name for sex workers, and is also linked to an ancient story
about 39 cows that were killed by a curse.

China and South East Asia
The unlucky number here is ‘4’. It is because its pronunciation
is similar to the word for death. In Cantonese speaking areas,
the numbers ‘14’ and ‘24’ are also mistrusted, sounding
respectively like ‘will certainly die’ and ‘easy to die’.

South Korea
This country has the same problem with the number ‘4’, to
the extent it skips the fourth floor in hospitals, going straight
from floor 3 to floor 5, or putting ‘F’ to denote the fourth
floor, rather than the dreaded number. Also, the South
Korean Navy bans the number 4 when assigning numbers to
their ships.

Japan
Here, 9 is seen as unlucky because it sounds similar to the
word for torture.

Cuba
This superstition has nothing to do with numbers, but one I
fully support. In a bar or at a party in Cuba, you must never
talk of having ‘a last drink’ – ‘el ultimo’ – or you will soon die.
A very good excuse not to wind up a party. I’ll drink to that.

fun & games
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Quiz time!

TIME to get those brain-cells working.
SUSAN McNEILL has put together
these teasers for you...

1

Who did Bjorn Borg
beat in the first of
his Wimbledon
Singles Finals?

7

Which Mediterranean island is 50 miles from Italy, 105
miles from France and 7 miles from Sardinia?

8

2

What is France's
oldest type of
brandy?

What does the word repudiate mean?
a)
overthrow
b)
refuse to accept or support
c)
divulge

9
3

What does the word
laconic mean?
a) short of breath
b) sarcastic
c) using few words

Of which country was President
Tito the leader?

Answers on
page 13

10

4

On which of the Costas is Benidorm?

Which insect performs a figure of eight 'waggle
dance' to share information with other members of
its colony?

11

5

Who was the first British monarch to set foot on
American soil?

12

Who was the President
at the onset of the
American Civil War?

13

Cobalt is a shade of which colour?

14

What does an 'epicure' enjoy ?

What is the main ingredient of Spanish Gazpacho soup?

6 Which is the largest of the Balearic Islands?
a) Mallorca
b) Menorca
c) Ibiza

15

What nationality was the
composer Debussy?

All answers overleaf

10

Where in Europe?
1. This
grand
market
place is
usually full
of flowers.
Which city
is it?

stolen from the ‘Wade
Family ‘ Zoom quiz nights)

is a clue)

7. This is still known by the
locals as the ‘Stalin Tower’
- in which city?
8. This is the
government
office of which
country - it is a
member of both
the European
Union, and the
African Union?

3. On which
Greek island
is this famous
beach?
(They filmed
Captain
Corelli’s
Mandolin
there)

4. Which
‘two for the
price of one’
city is this?

Answers on
page 13

We’ve all been hankering
for the those distant days
when we could travel
abroad, so here’s a quiz to
whet your appetite for
the days when we can
return… (this quiz was

6. Which Spanish
city is this? (the flag

2. You can find this stranded
World War II parachutist in
which:
A)
country?
B)
Region?
C)
Town?

5. This is a famous
garden:
A)
whose is it?
B)
In which
country?
C)
In which
town?

fun & games

9. In which city is the
famous ‘Café Central’?
In the first years of the 20th
century, historians say that
it is entirely possible that
Sigmund Freud, Lenin,
Trotsky, Stalin, Josip Broz
Tito and Adolf Hitler could
all have been dining there
at the same time.

10. Where can you find the ‘New Safe Confinement’, the
largest, man-made, land-based moveable object in the
world?

fun & games
Now lets visit an Art
Gallery - which artist
painted these famous
pictures?

11

Name that artist!
6

1

2

7

3

8

4

9
Answers on
page 13

5

10

12

fun & games

NICK HULLEY has put
together some ‘quite
interesting’ facts from history
that may surprise you:

Funny old world

Till Death us do Fart

Poo!

TWO Polish 17 year olds, Beata and Kamil, wished to marry but
their parents forbade it. Inspired by the example of Romeo and
Juliet, they went to a chemist and asked for the strongest
poison in the shop. The chemist gave them a box of strong
laxative instead. Clutching the potion, they thought it would
seal their union for eternity. They booked into a low budget
hotel. Their room did not have a bathroom or toilet. They
locked the door, threw the key out of the window, swallowed
the entire bottle of the potion and lay together on the bed
waiting to be joined together in eternity. It wasn’t long before
they had to call room service. “ The room had to be fumigated”
said the hotel manager. When they came out, the couple said
they now found each other disgusting, and the engagement
was off.

Instruction Manual on losing the will to live
THE journal of the Institute of Scientific and Technical Communicators
issued the following direction taken from an aircraft electronics manual:
“The internal guidance system uses deviations to generate corrective commands to fly the aircraft from a position where it is to a position where it
isn’t. The aircraft arrives at the position where it wasn’t, thus, the position
where it was is the position where it isn’t. In the event that the position
where it is now, is not the same as the position where it originally wasn’t,
the system will acquire a variation (variations are caused by external
factors and discussion of these factors is beyond the scope of this simple
explanation)…”

not here

ET, phone home
(your dinner is ready)

Unlucky for some

An-

FOR years the SETI institute (Search for
Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence) had been
scouring hundreds of stars and planets
for signs of life elsewhere in the
universe. Then suddenly, at their
telescope station in the Australian outback, researchers picked up a signal.
“It was pretty loud” said Dr Peter
Backus. At first, they couldn’t believe it,
but then it started happening every
night at around the same time. ET was
apparently trying to get in touch. Here
at last was evidence of new life and new
civilisations. The truth was out there.
On 16 January 1996, Dr Backus
addressed the American Astronomical
Society in Texas on this breakthrough
discovery.
“Actually, it was a microwave oven in
the kitchen” he said. “We thought it
was odd that it only happened at
mealtimes.”

13

THEATRICAL people are superstitious about
the number 13, so Mr Lawrence Wright
announced that his 13th production at the
North Pier Blackpool was in fact his 14th, when
he opened On with the Show in the summer of
1938.
First, the theatre burned down and all the
props were destroyed. The show was transferred to another pavilion where Tess O’Shea
slipped, sprained her wrist and was unable to
play her ukulele. Harry of the five Sherry
Brothers was rushed off to hospital with gastric
problems, an ailment also caught by the pianist
Peggy “Piano” Desmond, who was out of action for a week.
Singer, Robert Naylor lost his voice. Frank
Randall, another member of the ensemble,
had to have all his teeth removed and stood
there showing his gums for the rest of the run. Two members of the Health and
Beauty Chorus sprained ankles and one of the high speed dancing Viennese
romancers fell up some stairs and hurt her leg. Mr. W. Morris, the manager,
collapsed and the wardrobe mistress fell and sprained her arm.
It was then that everyone twigged there were 13 people in the cast, 13
musicians in the band and 13 songs in the show (see Tetraphobia – page 8)

fun & games

More of Nick
Hulley’s

Funny Old
World...
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Who said crime doesn’t pay?
In March 1993, a mugger approached Roger Morse of Winnipeg, Canada and
shouted “Give me your wallet”. So far, it was a traditional mugging situation in
which the mugger took the victim’s wallet which contained 20 Canadian dollars.
It became out of the ordinary when Mr. Morse shouted at the mugger “Give me
my wallet back”. Taken aback by this unusual behaviour of one of his victims, the
mugger handed over his own wallet by mistake and fled the scene of the crime,
leaving his victim $250 better off.

The Virago Vicar
In 1987 Virago books launched a new series – Feminist Books for Teenagers. One
of which was titled Down the Road, Worlds Away by Rahila Khan who the publisher described as “an unknown Islamic authoress”. The book was a collection of
short stories outlining problems that Asian girls face growing up in an oppressive,
male dominated society.
The book was suddenly withdrawn when Virago discovered that it was in fact,
written by an Anglican Vicar called Rev Toby Forward, who explained that he “ …
did it because people don’t often take Anglican vicars all that seriously.” Hardly
surprising when they do things like that.

A walk around Warley Woods
◼ By Susan McNeill
ALONG with two friends, I recently visited Warley Woods,
which is not far from Bearwood High Street. This is a 100
acre community park of woodland, open meadow and a
golf course.
This is a popular park for a walk and has a shop, office,
public toilets and a cafe.

Quiz answers
1) IIie Nsatase,
2) Armagnac
3) Costa Blanca
4) Abraham Lincoln
5) tomato
6) Corsica
7b) refuse or support
8c) using few words
9) Mallorca

10) the honey bee
11) George VI
12) French
13) the former
Yugoslavia
14) blue
15) good eating/
drinking

Where in Europe?
1. Brussels
2. A) France
B) Normandy C) St Mere
Eglise
3. Kefalonia
4. Budapest

5. a) Monet b) France
c) Giverny
6. Barcelona
7. Warsaw
8. Malta
10. Chernobyl

Which artist?
1. John Constable
2. Roy Lichtenstein
3. Claude Monet
4. Jackson Pollock
5. Pierre-August Renoir
6. JMW Turner

7. Vincent Van Gogh
8. Salvador Dali
9. Rembrandt
(Harmenszoon van Rijn)
10. Adolf Hitler (shame he
didn’t stick to painting…)
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Save jobs, support GKN workers
WORKERS at the GKN Automotive
factory in Chester Road, Erdington, are
fighting to keep the plant open after its
owners, GKN Melrose, announced its
closure for next year.
Over 500 jobs are at risk. The workers
have already overwhelmingly balloted
for strike action in a consultative vote,
and are now preparing for a full industrial action ballot. They held a protest in
Erdington in July, and a lobby of
Parliament. With the help of local MP
Jack Dromey, they have put together an
Alternative Business plan for the site,
but this has been rejected by GKN
Melrose.
They have also linked up with their
counterparts at GKN Campi Bisenzio in
Florence, where GKN Melrose
dismissed its 400 workers overnight by
e-mail, and then put armed guards on
the site. A section of the workforce is
now occupying the site.
Venture capitalists Melrose Industries
has received much criticism of its business practices. With its acquisition of

GKN in 2018 - viewed by many as a
hostile takeover (Guardian, 29.03.18) Melrose promised shareholders it
would establish a ‘UK manufacturing
powerhouse’. Instead, the Chester Road
work is being transferred to Poland.
The GKN Automotive workers are also
angry at the government for not
intervening. Frank Duffy, Senior UNITE
rep at GKN Automotive, said: “Could
you imagine Merkel or Macron allowing
a German or French multinational company shutting its only home plant and
moving the work to elsewhere in
Europe, there would be a national
outcry.”
GKN Automotive could have a key role
to play in the government’s automotive
electrification strategy, with the
Chester Road site being adjacent to
Jaguar-Land Rover.
Frank Duffy said a mass demonstration
was being planned to take place in
Birmingham city centre this summer.

◼

.

Watch out for details of a mass protest in Birmingham to support the GKN workers

Come and join us!
ARE you a retired member of UNISON and live in
or near Birmingham? If so, come along and meet
the Birmingham Retired Members section. We are
a busy lot and we are always open to suggestions
of other things to do.
Interested? Then just get in touch with Yvonne on
07854 155901 to find out about membership.
PICTURES: happier times - a visit to the National Arboretum, a
tour of Coventry Cathedral, and having fun at the ‘Festival of
Friendship’

